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A boy lists all the reasons he wants a pet dragon and describes how he would take care of it.

Includes tips for selection (why you shouldn't choose a three-headed dragon), discipline (what to do

if your dragon misbehaves), and diet (why you should never give a dragon broccoli).
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When I was a kid, I wished I had a dragon just like the one in this book. For one thing, he would

have eaten my brussel sprouts. Actually, that alone would have been enough of a reason. The

dragon in "Me and My Dragon" is such a friendly dragon that my four year old son thinks he says,

"Good morning, little boy. Have a wonderful day". And he probably does; I'm just too old to hear

it.The story is adorable, but what really sets this book apart and made me want to buy it are the

fabulous, whimsical, slightly off-beat and ridiculously brilliant illustrations. The cover artwork is only

a taste of what is in store for readers of this book.

My 3 1/2 year old granddaughter loves this book. She has been interested in dragons and I ran out

of stories that I know by heart. So I bought her a dragon and this book. I had to read it to her 6 times



the first day. There are delightful details of the protagonists life and how a dragon would fit it and

what he would do to take care of the dragon. The boy is into stories of knights and there are fun toys

and dress-up costumes throughout the story. Lovely, brightly colored illustrations.

I'm pretty picky about children's books because my son likes to hang on a book and read that one

book every night for weeks on end. With this book, I'm happy to do that. The artwork is really cute

and funny with some easter eggs thrown in, including a cameo of at least one of the author's other

book characters. It's got a simple story that flows very well without feeling "dumbed down" for little

kids and isn't too wordy or repetitive. My son is 2 and practically has this memorized (and is now

obsessed with dragons).

The story is cute, and the illustrations are funny, but I couldn't enjoy it much because of the

grammar! "My dragon and I" is proper English. I know this is nitpicking, but still, because it's in print,

children will think it is correct.

Oh my gosh! My 19 month old daughter's favorite new book. We have been reading it almost every

night (and I don't mind!) Such a cute book. Fun to read! AWESOME illustrations. love love love it.

Glad to have this in our library!

Very Cute book about a boy that wishes to have a dragon and tells us what he would and wouldn't

do with him, uh oh. hehe. My 3 yo boy likes this story and so do I. The illustration is also enjoyable

and detailed.

Utterly Adorable and funny! This book made me laugh out loud at not only the pictures but the

descriptions of how this little boy would love a pet dragon and why. Every time I look at the book I

find something sneaky hiding in the back of the illustrations. Like how the blue bird of happiness

appears on a uniform and then in the background as the boy teaches his dragon how to fly. The

scared dogs that appear in the pet window and obedience school. Just open the book an really look

at it in detail. There are so many little Easter eggs.Easter eggs aside it is cute story about a boy and

his pet fire breathing dragon. Who keep each other company through thick and thin. Through

campfire smores and foods you don't eat but your dragon will. Even for the biggest kid this book will

make you laugh if not giggle.



Such a sweet book! Just wish that it didn't make obedience school sound like regular school

because now my daughter is super confused about why school is considered a punishment. Not

something I want to explain every time we read the book!
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